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What the SEIC is about
• Raise public awareness of sustainable
energy issues;
• Provide independent, authoritative
information and advice;
• Empower its target audience with
knowledge through education and training;
• Demonstrate best-practice, sustainable
energy solutions to encourage replication

Sectorial and Thematic Focus
• Building fabric: roof, wall and floor insulation; efficient
windows and doors, airtightness;
• Heating system upgrades: high efficiency boilers,
heating controls, insulation of hot water tanks and
pipework, efficient circulation pumps;
• Ventilation: indoor air quality, demand-controlled
ventilation, heat recovery;
• Low energy lighting: CFLs, LEDs, sensors;
• Efficient appliances & consumer electronics: energy
rating, water usage, stand-by power;
• Energy management in the public sector: ISO 50001,
energy monitoring, measurement & verification;
• Energy efficiency in public utilities: water treatment &
pumping, district heating, street lighting.

Relevant target groups and
Stakeholders

Visualising possible layout of the
demonstration area

Ideas for populating the space
• Lego education for kids – sustainable energy
legos for children which they can see & assemble
(e.g. solar station, wind turbine, hand generator)

Interactive Displays
• A screen which shows interactive
game, quiz etc:
https://www.electricireland.ie/ei/residential-energy-services/reduce-yourcosts/interactivehouse/index.html

Interactive Exhibition
• How electricity is produced
• How Solar energy is converted into electricity
• How municipal waste can be turned into energy

Manufacturers and suppliers use such
demo units to market their products

SEIC could be converted into the
Energy Agency in the Future
Austrian Energy Agency:
- Energy and Climate Policy
- Energy Management and
Infrastructure
- Buildings and Households
- Mobility and Traffic
- Industry and Commerce

Energy and Climate Change
come2CoM - Promoting the Covenant of Mayors
- come2CoM", contributes to spread the CoM by
which further towns and communities are
motivated to join the Covenant to support towns
and communities that have already joined, to fulfil
their obligations towards the Covenant.
- The come2CoM project partners will assist the
towns and communities, especially in setting up
action plans for sustainable energies (“Sustainable
Energy Action Plans – SEAP”) by advising them for
example, on possible instruments for setting up
action plans.

Energy efficiency monitor

As a central monitoring agency for energy
efficiency, it continuously establishes energy
savings from actual measures, evaluate the
measures with transparent, retraceable
methods and report to Brussels and publish
information in Austria.

Energy Management and
Infrastructure
Energy from waste water
At present, the heat energy from warm
water production in households and
industry disappears in the sewerage,
unused. The objective of this project is to
closer investigate the heat recovery from
waste water by means of heat pumps in
Austria.
Renewable Action Plan Vienna
The Renewable Action Plan Vienna is a
strategy and measure plan, following the SEP
(Energy Efficiency Plan for Towns), serving as
a conceptual frame for implementing
renewable energy carriers in Vienna, by
considering specific aspects of being
integrated into existing systems (e.g. district
heating)

Buildings and Households
BUILD UP Skills – Top Qualification for Energy
Efficiency in the Building Industry
The EC Commission starts projects for the "BUILD
UP Skills" initiative in all European member
states, for achieving an optimal training level of
expert personnel to implement energy efficiency
during renovation and newly constructed
buildings.
Request2Action
The starting point for this project is the huge
potential for low carbon retrofit in Europe´s
existing housing stock. The Request2Action
project addresses to eliminate information and
trust barriers to maximise the impact of Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) recommendations.
It will stimulate uptake and investment in retrofit
by providing accurate, trustworthy data about
EPCs and the costs, benefits and opportunities for
low carbon retrofit.

Mobility and Traffic
Cycling paths
-Recommendation for a conflict-reducing adaptation of
the ways that bicycle infrastructures are designed and
the creation of relevant guidelines.
-Developing materials for the awareness of E-bicyclespecific risks.
-Producing a proposal for target group-specific E-bicycle
training courses.
Eco-Driving Initiative
Programme objectives
• Setting up a nationwide eco-driving competition
• Integrating eco-driving driving styles and tests in
the driving schools
• Offers for eco-driving training sessions for
passenger cars
• Offers for eco-driving training sessions for lorries
• Information on alternative engines and fuels

Industry and Commerce
Reducing the thermal energy requirements in
industry and with service providers
The industrial heat requirement is responsible for
about 28% of the overall end energy requirement in
Europe; the heat requirement for rooms adds
another 27%. Despite the energy efficiency having
been improved all over Europe during the past
decade, there is a great unexploited potential for
reducing the thermal energy requirements of
industrial and non-industrial users, by intelligently
combining existing technologies.

Energy Management for Austria
The project’s objective was to prepare a wide
implementation of energy management
systems according to the standard EN 16001
(now: ISO 50001) in Austrian companies.
More information about Austrian Energy Agency is
available here: http://en.energyagency.at/

